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Abstract

Mixed lubrication is a contact condition when the total load is carried by both
the fluid lubricant and the solid contacting asperities. The aim of this study
is to couple tribochemistry with lubrication. A recent semi-deterministic tri-
bochemical model of tribofilm growth is integrated in a deterministic mixed
lubrication model. The model considers the variable hardness of the tri-
bofilm and enables the study of lubrication and tribochemistry and their
mutual interaction. Results from the current model are compared against
the previously published results. The model can be easily adapted to actual
experimental conditions and geometries. The model can be used beyond pure
boundary lubrication conditions to monitor tribofilm growth under mixed lu-
brication conditions.

Keywords: mixed lubrication, tribochemistry, tribofilm,

antiwear, roughness.

1. Introduction

Lubricants perform various important roles in the operation of machine
elements, especially in extreme working conditions. They can reduce friction
and wear as well as sustain the loads and assist in cooling the contacting
surfaces[1]. This unique set of properties is achieved by enhancing base oil5

with various additives to increase the efficacy of the system. This improves
reliability by increasing the life of components. The underlying mechanism
essentially involves tribochemical reactions between the base material and
the lubricant additives resulting in the formation of tribofilms. Under mixed
lubrication conditions, the presence of localized high shear results in the10

initiation of these chemical interactions to form tribofilms that protect the
system against friction, wear and oxidation [2, 3].
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Mixed lubrication models are receiving increasing attention in the tribol-
ogy community. The science of lubrication is the key to the operation and
optimization of almost all power transmission components. The presence15

of surface roughness on real engineering surfaces results in discrete contact
spots inside the nominal contact zone and part of the load is carried by the
lubricant and the rest by the solid contacting asperities. This state of lu-
brication is called Mixed Lubrication. The local contact pressures can reach
the plastic limit of the material and cause severe shearing of the lubricant20

films and solid surfaces. These extreme conditions caused by the rubbing of
surfaces and shear results in chemical reactions forming chemically adsorbed
layers [4, 5].

The mixed lubrication regime is the condition that occurs during the op-
eration of components where the effects of surface roughness dominate the25

contact performance [6]. In the mixed lubrication regime both elastohydro-
dynamic lubrication and boundary lubrication regions coexist [7]. The mixed
lubrication models require the definition of roughness on the surfaces. If the
surface roughness is represented by statistical parameters, the models are
Stochastic [8, 9]. The load compliance condition given by Greenwood and30

Tripp [10] is employed. If the surface roughness is defined deterministically,
as a matrix of numbers with asperity heights, the models are deterministic

[11, 12]. Jiang et al. [11] solved the mixed lubrication problem using the sep-
arate approach (solving different equations for the solid and lubricated parts)
while Hu and Zhu [12] introduced the unified approach (the same Reynolds35

equation solves pressures in both contact and lubricated regions).
Zinc dialkyl dithiophosphate (ZDDP) is the most successful antiwear ad-

ditive in lubricants [2]. It controls wear by forming protective tribofilms
on the contacting asperities and by digesting abrasive iron oxides particles
[13]. The ZDDP tribofilm contains glassy amorphous phosphates [14, 15].40

ZDDP can form thermal films [16] as well as tribofilms. The tribofilms are
formed due to rubbing and shear and form much quicker and at quite low
temperatures (≈ 25oC) [16, 17] compared to thermal films. Both thermal
and tribofilms have similar composition [18] and form not only on ferrous
substrates but also on ceramics [19, 20], silicon [21] and diamond like carbon45

(DLC) coatings [22]. The tribofilm mean thickness can reach up to 200 nm
[23].

The tribofilms form on the surface inside the rubbing track by several
mechanisms like the flash temperatures rise, pressure, triboemission and sur-
face catalysis [24]. The flash temperature is the rapid rise in temperature at50

the contacting asperities and is thought to be responsible for the ZDDP tri-
bofilm growth [25]. The flash temperature rises significantly at higher speeds
but at lower speeds these are negligible. Mosey et al. [26] suggested that the
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tribofilm growth is due to the pressure induced cross-linking of the phosphate
network. They performed a parametric study but the pressures used were55

in the range of several gigapascals which were not practical. The presence
of roughness inside the contact may create pressures that are high enough
to cause plastic deformation. The plastic deformation generates charged re-
gions which emit energetic particles like photons, ions, electrons [27] and
X-rays [28]. This triboemission has also been suggested as one of the causes60

of tribofilm formation [29].
The formation of ZDDP tribofilms or in general tribofilms is considered

a stress-promoted thermal activitation process [24, 30]. According to this
theory, the effective activation energy for the forward reaction is reduced due
to the applied shear stress. The mechanical work adds to the thermal energy65

to increase forward reaction by lowering the activation energy [31].
The inclusion of tribochemistry in mixed lubrication models is a fairly new

concept. Several attempts have been made at modelling the tribofilm growth
as a stress-assisted thermal activation process. Andersson et al. [32] devel-
oped a model to simulate tribofilm growth and combined it with a boundary70

lubrication solver to simulate tribofilm growth on real rough surfaces. The
tribofilm growth was modelled as a chemical reaction happening due to fric-
tional heating. An Arrhenius type equation was fitted to experimental data
and used in the simulation but only short term tribofilm growth was simu-
lated. Gosvami et al. [21] did AFM experiments on silicon substrate to see75

the effect of pressure and temperature. Their results for tribofilm growth
showed a good fit to the stress-dependent kinetic growth model. This model
was used by Akchurin and Bosman [33] to predict tribofilm growth and wear
using a boundary element based contact model. Ghanbarzadeh et al. [34]
developed a similar model based upon the thermodynamics of interfaces.80

The effect of shear was included by using a multiplication factor called xtribo.
They combined their model with a boundary lubrication solver and predicted
tribofilm growth and wear in a ZDDP lubricant [35]. Zhang and Spikes [24]
have recently reiterated the concept of stress-promoted growth of tribofilm.
They conducted experiments with high viscosity fluids and low speeds to85

see the tribofilm growth in full elastohydrodynamic lubrication film condi-
tions. This study successfully proved the concept of stress-assisted growth of
tribofilm. The stress-activated tribofilm growth model given by Zhang and
Spikes was implemented into a mixed lubrication solver by Brizmer et al.
[36]. This was the first attempt that considered tribochemistry in a mixed90

lubrication solver. However, although their model included general wear of
the system, it did not consider tribofilm formation and removal explicitly as
separate contributions to the overall tribofilm and wear dynamics.

Therefore, mixed lubrication models able to capture tribochemistry are
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in high demand. In this study a unified mixed lubrication model is devel-95

oped where the complete pressure profile is obtained by solving the Reynolds
equation alone. This mixed lubrication model is combined with the tribofilm
growth model from Ghanbarzadeh et al. [34]. Their model requires some
parameters to be fitted to experimental tribofilm growth results and com-
bines the effect of flash temperatures with shear through the factor xtribo.100

The parameter fitting values are adopted from their work and used as such
in the current study to simulate tribofilm growth. The term xtribo is directly
related to shear at the interface and the kinetics of tribofilm growth. The
increase in shear stress is directly reflected by the higher values of xtribo as
shown in reference [35]. Moreover, the parameter xtribo is also sensitive to105

the lubricant chemistry and concentration as well as the temperature of the
system [37]. The wear in this work is modelled by modifying the Archard
wear equation to include the effect of tribofilm growth. More details on the
tribofilm growth and the wear models are presented in section 2.3 to 2.5.

This study presents the tribofilm growth on the surfaces and the mean110

values of tribofilm thickness as a function of time. The wear evolution is
also presented. The tribofilm and wear measurements are compared against
published simulation results. The tribofilm growth and wear can be simu-
lated within the unified mixed lubrication framework. The integration of the
tribofilm growth, wear and plastic deformation within the mixed lubrication115

algorithm enables the simulation to be performed irrespective of the com-
putational node being under fluid or solid contact condition. Moreover, the
deformation can be elastic or plastic and may be caused by solid or fluid pres-
sures. The resulting tribochemical mixed lubrication framework provides a
highly valuable tool. The model is also capable of simulating the entire wear120

track profile evolution with time, and is flexible enough to be applied to vari-
ous tribological systems and experimental configurations. The present model
can predict tribofilm formation in both the boundary and mixed lubrication
conditions, and potential applications are illustrated.

2. Model components125

In this paper, the contact between a rough spherical ball and rough disc
is simulated as an illustration of the model. Rough surfaces are generated
using in-house code which is based upon the method of Tonder et al [38].
The model is also capable of reading the real rough surface topography as
numerical inputs. Both the macro- and micro-geometries are considered in130

this contact. The contact between the two rough surfaces is solved to get the
contact pressures and film thickness distribution inside the contact. In the
following sections, the model components are discussed. First a brief account
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of the unified mixed lubrication model is given, then the tribochemical film
growth model is outlined. The next section outlines the numerical procedure,135

specifically highlighting the integration of these two models and the solution
procedure.

2.1. Mixed lubrication model

The complete pressure distribution is governed and computed by solving
the Reynolds equation, given as140

∂

∂x

[(

ρh3

12η

)

∂p

∂x

]

+
∂

∂y

[(

ρh3

12η

)

∂p

∂y

]

=

(

u1 + u2

2

)

∂(ρh)

∂x
+

∂(ρh)

∂t
(1)

where h is the film thickness, p is the pressure, u1 and u2 are the sur-
face velocities for the ball and disc, ρ and η define density and viscosity of
the lubricant and x and y denote the coordinate directions. The lubricant
properties are described through its viscosity. In this study the lubricant is145

assumed Newtonian and the x-coordinate is aligned with the flow direction.
Two boundary conditions are applied. A boundary condition of p = 0 is ap-
plied at all the edges of the solution domain and all negative pressures are
clipped to zero to implement cavitation boundary condition i.e. {∀ x ≥ xe,
p < 0 ⇒ p = 0}.150

The mathematical nature of the Reynolds equation, equation 1, is such
that under extreme contact conditions of high load and low speed when the
film thickness approaches zero, the terms on the left hand side approach zero.
The conventional solvers based upon the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel methods
fail under such conditions. Thus, if the Reynolds solver can be made robust155

enough to handle this extreme condition, the asperity contact pressures can
also be predicted by solving equation 1. Two key changes are made to con-
ventional solvers. First, the coefficient matrix for the discretized Reynolds
equation is built with contribution from the entrainment flow terms as well
(the terms on the right hand side of equation 1). Second, to avoid com-160

putational difficulties in dealing with the very small values close to zero, a
criterion is imposed on the film thickness values whereby whenever the lo-
cal lubricant film thickness value falls below a threshold value (1 nm in the
current study), it is considered as a flow obstruction and is considered zero.

The film thickness is also termed as gap as it defines the relative gap165

between mating surfaces. The film thickness equation for the point contact
is expressed as

h = h0(t) +
x2

2Rx

+
x2

2Ry

+ ve(x, y, t) + δ(x, y, t) (2)
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where h is the film thickness, h0 is the undeformed gap, Rx and Ry are the

radius of curvature in the x and y direction and the term x2

2Rx
+ x2

2Ry
defines the170

macrogeometry of the contact. The term δ(x, y, t) is the roughness function
and this defines the microgeometry of the contact. The term ve describes
the total deformation which may be elastic or plastic. The algorithm ap-
plied here limits the pressures in successive iterations. The magnitude of
plastically deformation is then taken out of the total deformation to create a175

permanent change in the geometry of the contacting pair. The surface elastic
deformation is represented by the Boussinesq integral formulation formula-
tion.

ve =
2

πE
′

∫ ∫

σ

p(x, y)
√

(x′ − x)2 + (y′ − y)2
dxdy

where p is the pressure, x and y are the coordinate directions. The prime
on x and y denote the point of application of pressure while the non-primed
x and y correspond to the point of calculation as the pressure applied at a
point influences other points as well. The Boussinesq equation gives the de-
formation on a continuous half space. To solve this equation numerically, it
has to be converted into discrete form by assuming a piecewise constant dis-
tribution of pressure leading to discrete pressures, pkl, at the computational
nodes. The integral then takes the form of a deformation matrix:

Vij = 2
∆x

π2

M
∑

k=1

N
∑

l=1

Dkl
ij pkl

In this equation, p defines pressure, ∆x is the grid size, the matrix Dkl
ij is

called the flexibility matrix. This matrix forms a convolution with pressure
which can be solved more efficiently using Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs).
The use of FFTs makes the solution process quicker and makes denser grids
accessible.The deformation matrix is written as convolution

V (Xi, Yj) =
M−1
∑

k=1

K(Xi −Xk, Yj − Yk) ∗ P (Xk, Yk)

The application of FFTs requires the conversion of this linear convolution
to a cyclic convolution and by pre-treating the pressure matrix and the flex-
ibility matrix [39]. The DC-FFT method is computationally more efficient
compared to other methods for calculation of surface deformation [40]. The
viscosity is considered as a function of pressure and the Roelands equation
[41] has been used in this study to describe it:

η(p) = exp (ln(η0) + 9.67)(−1 + (1 +
PH

p0
p)z) (3)
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The term η0 is the viscosity at ambient conditions and z is a dimensionless
parameter called Roelands pressure viscosity index obtained through curve
fitting. In the current study, z=0.68 was used. The term η0 is the viscosity at
ambient pressure and the pressure p0 = 1.96×108 Pa is a constant value. The
lubricant density is also considered a function of pressure and is calculated
using the following equation given by Dowson and Higginson [42],

ρ = ρ0
(

1 +
0.6× 10−9p

1 + 1.7× 10−9p

)

(4)

where ρ0 is the density at atmospheric pressure. The final equation is the
load balance equation which ensures that the applied load is balanced by the
pressures. The load balance equation for the point contact is given as

w −

∫ yb

ya

∫ xb

xa

p(x, y)dxdy = 0 (5)

where a, b, c, d represent the boundaries of the solution domain and w and p180

are the the applied load and the resulting pressure respectively. The load bal-
ance condition imposes a very important physical constraint on the pressure
solution. The pressure and film thickness profiles will converge even without
the application of load balance condition but the pressure distribution may
not be physically right. The inclusion of load balance equation ensures that185

the calculated pressures are the true physical pressures.
These Equations (1) to (5) form a complete set which is solved to obtain

the mixed lubrication pressure and film thickness profiles. The solution re-
quires a robust numerical procedure as the equations are highly non-linear in
character. An iterative process is applied, which starts with an initial guess190

given by a Hertzian pressure profile. This pressure is used to calculate the
film thickness which is again used to update the coefficients in the Reynolds
equation and pressures are updated. This successive update of pressure and
film thickness continues until the desired accuracy is achieved. In this update
procedure, the load balance condition is applied to update the undeformed195

gap in the film thickness equation 2.
The numerical procedure for the solution of the mixed lubrication is based

upon the tridiagonal matrix algorithm (TDMA). The Reynolds equation is
first discretized using finite differencing technique. The pressure flow terms
(left hand side of equation 1) are discretized using the central difference200

approach and the entrainment flow terms (right hand side of equation 1)
are discretized using first order backward differences. The problem is then
formulated as a linear algebra problem AY = B where A is the coefficient
matrix. It is of the order N ×N and in the current study it is built from the
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pressure flow as well as the entrainment flow terms. The vector Y contains205

the unknown values. For a line contact problem only one system of equations
AY = B is solved but for a point contact problem, a series of systems
of equations is solved. A direct iterative approach is utilized to solve the
problem. The flexibility of the iterative solvers is coupled with the accuracy
of the direct solvers. The relaxation factor used is 0.2 which means that 20210

% of the new values are used in successive steps within the iteration. The
convergence criteria for the pressure convergence loop was fixed between
5 × 10−5 and 5 × 10−4 while the convergence criteria for the load balance
condition was fixed at 1× 10−4. During an iteration, the pressure predicted
by the Reynolds solver is used to update the flexibility matrix which is then215

used again to update the coefficient matrix for the Reynolds solver. This
procedure is repeated until converged pressure and film thickness values have
been obtained. In the current study, the difference in the film thickness values
was found to be less than 1 % when the mesh density was changed from 128
x 128 to 256 x 256. Therefore, a mesh density of 128 x 128 is employed. Liu220

et al. [43] also suggest that this mesh density is sufficient to get accurate
results.

2.2. Plastic deformation modelling

The plastic deformation model developed in this work is based upon the
idea that the nodes that deform plastically float on the surface to form a225

plane. The criterion for plastic deformation is assumed to be the condition
where the pressure at a node reaches the average yielding pressure (hard-
ness of material). Once a node is under plastic deformation, the pressure
on this node is limited to the yielding pressure. It is due to this condi-
tion that more nodes start to support load and the contact area increases.230

The yielding pressure is generally found to be 2.8 times the yield strength
[44]. The plastically deforming nodes eventually form a plane. Sahlin et al
[45] used similar concept to develop an elastic-perfectly plastic model under
mixed lubrication. Their model is based upon the assumption of dry contact
which requires the application of complementarity condition and is not a true235

plastoelastohydrodynamic lubrication (PEHL) model.
The PEHL model applied in the current study is based upon the recent

publication by the present authors [46]. The application of this elasto-plastic
deformation algorithm requires modifications to be made to the Reynolds
solver. The first change is made within the solver, at the point of application240

of load balance condition. The points that undergo yielding are considered
to float i.e. no further load can be supported by these nodes unless the
pressure at these nodes falls below the average yielding pressure value. The
load at these nodes is limited to the yielding pressure. This is achieved
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by limiting the pressure values during the summation in equation 5 to the245

yielding pressure i.e. ∀P ≥ Py, P = Py while calculating the undeformed film
thickness value, ho in equation 2. This modifies the film thickness values to
account for the elasto-plastic contact behaviour. This process gets repeated
as it is a part of the pressure and film thickness convergence loops. No other
modification is required inside the Reynolds solver.250

Once the pressure and film thickness have converged, the nodal pressures
are truncated and the reduced elastic deformation is calculated using these
truncated pressures. The plastic deformation is evaluated by subtracting this
new film thickness for all the plastically deforming nodes from the minimum
value of the new film thickness among the elastically deforming nodes. The255

truncated pressure is then given as initial guess to the EHL solver and the
Reynolds solver is again used to get the new pressure profile and film thick-
ness. In this way, by repeating this process, the solution moves from purely
elastic to elasto-plastic until a converged is achieved. More details on the
method can be found in [46] and [47].260

2.3. Tribochemistry modelling

The frictional energy at the contact due to localized shear stress causes
chemical reactions to form tribochemical layers at the contacting interface.
As mentioned, several attempts have been made in the past to capture this
mechanochemical phenomenon [32, 34, 33, 36]. The tribofilm growth model
of Ghanbarzadeh et al [34] is adopted in this study to simulate this interfacial
tribochemical phenomenon. This model considers the effect of flash temper-
ature and the mechanochemical action and assumes the tribofilm growth
phenomenon as a chemical reaction between the lubricant additives and the
substrate. The tribochemical reaction rate was introduced based on the work
of Balgarevich et al. [48, 49] which highlighted the importance of mechanical
rubbing in the tribochemical action. The tribofilm model considers formation
of tribolayers due to thermal as well as mechanical stimuli. An Arrheneius
type equation captures the thermal growth of the tribofilm and multiplication
of the rate coefficient by a parameter, xtribo captures the increase in growth
rate due to mechanoactivation. With some mathematical simplifications and
assuming a second order chemical reaction, the final equation to express the
tribochemical film growth was given as:

h = hmax − hmaxe
(−

k1T

h
′
)xtribot (6)

where k1 and h
′

are the Boltzmann’s and Planck’s constants while T and t are
the asperity flash temperature and time, respectively. Using this equation,
the local tribofilm growth can be simulated. The assumption of a second
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order reaction might not be true as in reality multiple chemical reactions265

are occurring at the interface. This makes it very difficult to guess the true
order of the tribochemical reactions. However, this simplified approach is a
good initial approximation. In equation 6, the parameters hmax and xtribo are
fitting parameters which are fitted to experimental data for one loading case.
Once the fitting procedure is complete, the fitted equation can be used to270

simulate tribofilm growth under various conditions. The temperature used
in this equation is the asperity flash temperature plus the bulk temperature.
The flash temperature is calculated using the slightly modified form of the
Jaeger’s moving heat source analysis as given in [50].

The tribofilm removal is an important part of the model. It was assumed
that the tribofilm formation and removal takes place simultaneously. The
tribofilm grows on the substrate due to this competing phenomenon of for-
mation and removal of the tribofilm. This assumption is reasonable and
has been reported in other studies as well [51, 52]. The introduction of the
removal term in this work enables the comparative study of the tribofilm
removal and the wear of the system. The authors [34] used an exponential
function to simulate the removal of the tribofilm due to the fact that this
function can capture wide range of features of the tribofilm behaviour. Thus,
adding the removal part to equation 6 gives

h = hmax

(

1− e
(−

k1T

h
′
)xtribot

)

− C3

(

1− e−c4t) (7)

The constants C3 and C4 are also fitting parameters. Their values are ob-275

tained from experimental fitting.
The tribofilm growth model in equation 7 mainly calculates the growth of

tribofilm as a dynamic balance between formation and removal of tribofilm
but not the wear of the substrate.

2.4. Mechanical properties of the tribofilm280

The tribofilm has different mechanical properties compared to the sub-
strate, and several studies have focussed on the assessment of these properties
[53, 54, 55, 3, 56]. These studies suggest that the tribofilm hardness depend
upon applied loads and are different at the surface compared to near the bulk
substrate. To account for this variable hardness, the approach presented by285

Andersson et al. [32] has been used in the current work. The tribofilm hard-
ness near the bulk substrate is assumed to be 6 GPa, which is assumed to be
the hardness of the substrate. When the tribofilm has its maximum thickness
value, the hardness is assumed to be 2 GPa. This was first implemented by
Andersson et al. [32] and then used by Ghanbarzadeh et al. [34]. The key290

idea is to have the hardness varying with the thickness of the tribofilm as the
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tribofilm builds up. The change in hardness on the local scale also changes
the plastic behaviour. This change in plasticity is included by varying the
hardness at the local scale.

2.5. Wear modelling295

A modified version of the Archard’s wear equation [57] is used in the
present work. The pressures at the asperity contacts are used to estimate
wear. The mixed lubrication solver is used to calculate pressures and then
directly used in the wear equation to calculate the depth of wear at an instant.
The nodal pressures are kept constant during each time step for wear and
tribofilm calculation. Archard’s equation is implemented in the form that it
directly gives the localized wear depth.

∆h(x, y) =
Ktr

H
p(x, y)v∆t (8)

where Ktr,H and v are dimensionless wear coefficient, hardness of the
substrate and the sliding speed, respectively. The term p(x, y) is the local
discrete pressure. The wear coefficient is evaluated experimentally. In this
work it is assumed, as in [34], that the coefficient of wear is reducing linearly
with the increase in film thickness.

Ktr = Kmax − (Kmax −Kmin)
h

hmax

(9)

In the current study, Kmax = 10−5 and Kmin = 10−6. This formulation of
the wear coefficient enables the simulation of antiwear and extreme pressure
characteristics of the tribofilm. It is to be noted that the wear modelled in
this work is the mild wear and it considers the loss of substrate material due
to reaction with the lubricant additives. It was argued in the original model300

development study [34] that this equation 7 is valid when ZDDP or other
phosphorous containing antiwear additives are used with steel substrate and
does not necessarily predict the tribochemical film growth behaviour in the
presence of other additives or substrates.

It is important to note that the growth of tribofilm and wear in the pres-305

ence of tribofilm are two independent parameters. Several experimental [58]
and theoretical [59, 34] studies show that the concentration of the substrate
atoms decreases towards the top of the tribofilm produced by ZDDP on steel.
The detachment of material from the surface due to contact results in the
removal of substrate atoms as well. This reduced concentration of the sub-310

strate atoms from substrate to the top of the tribofilm supports the fact
that less wear of the tribofilm occurs when tribofilm is thick. The wear of
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substrate is calculated using equation 8 where as the removal part in equa-
tion 7 is a phenomenological mathematical model to capture the dynamic
growth behaviour of tribofilm. This wear is mild wear of the substrate in the315

presence of tribofilm.

3. Numerical implementation details

In this study it is assumed that the tribofilm only forms at the contacting
asperities. Some recent studies have suggested that the tribofilm growth is a
shear induced mechanochemical activation phenomenon [24]. As mentioned320

in the introduction section 1, the growth of tribofilm occurs by various mech-
anisms, flash temperature rise, pressure, triboemission and surface catalysis
and stress inside the rubbing contact. Different mechanisms are active un-
der different lubrication conditions. The simulation results presented in this
work are for contact conditions that are near to the boundary lubrication325

regime where the flash temperature, pressure and shear are dominant at the
contacting asperities. Thus, the tribofilm growth model selected in the cur-
rent study is the right choice as it takes into account both the thermal and
shear induced tribofilm growth.

The mixed lubrication model calculates the contact pressures and film330

thickness profiles based upon the rough surface contact as explained in section
2.1. These pressures are used to calculate the tribofilm growth and wear
which are used to modify the corresponding geometry of ball and disc. The
geometries for the next iteration have been changed by plastic deformation,
wear and the localized tribofilm growth. The wear modelled is the mild335

wear, and only alters the geometry of the substrate and not the tribofilm.
The tribofilm removal is considered as independent from wear. Figure 1 gives
a flow chart of the numerical procedure. The mixed lubrication equations
are solved in the non-dimensional form and correspond to a square area of
approx. 0.5 mm by 0.5 mm. For the tribofilm growth and removal, the340

calibrated values from the work of Ghanbarzadeh et al [34] are used and are
given in table 1.

For all the simulation cases presented in this paper, the material yield
limit is fixed at 6 GPa for the substrate and 2 GPa for the tribofilm of
maximum thickness. The applied load is fixed at 60 N, the equivalent radius345

of ball Rx is 10 mm and the disc radius is taken as 39 mm (SKF bearing
washer WS 81212). The entrainment speed is fixed at 0.25 m/s. The slide
to roll ratio (SRR) is varied from 0% to +10%. A Newtonian lubricant
with viscosity η = 0.004 Pa.s and a pressure viscosity coefficient α = 14.94
GPa−1 is lubricating the contact. The equivalent Young’s modulus for the350

interface is E = 230.47 GPa. The temperature in our simulations is fixed
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Contact setup: Geometry,
Material properties, Initial guess

Iterate pressure and film
thickness until convergence

Load balance only satisfied with
elastically deforming points

Converged film thick-
ness and pressure profile

Truncate pressures and
obtain the elasto-plastic deformation

Input new geometry and
move the

surface matrices

Update geometry by ap-
plying plastic deformation

calculate tribofilm growth

h = hmax

(

1−e
(−

k1T

h
′
)xtribot

)

−C3

(

1−e−c4t)

calculate wear of the system

∆h(x, y) =
Ktr

H
P (x, y)∆tv

Update geometry with
wear and tribofilm growth

Time = end of
simulation ?

stop

No

Yes

Figure 1: Flow chart to explain the numerical procedure
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Parameter Symbol Value

Steel wear coefficient (dimensionless) Kmax 10−5

Maximum tribofilm wear coefficient (dimensionless) Kmin 10−6

Maximum local tribofilm thickness hmax 176nm
Tribofilm formation rate constant xtribo 4.13× 10−16

Tribofilm removal constant C1 112.5 nm
Tribofilm removal exponential factor C2 0.0006799

Table 1: Parameters calibrated from experiments [34]

at 90oC unless otherwise stated. The Reynolds equation is solved in steady
state form and the transient terms are turned zero. This is because the time
steps involved in the Reynolds solver are too small to have any significant
tribofilm growth. So, the Reynolds equation is solved quasi-statically and355

the time step is chosen based upon the loading cycles and is much greater
than the time step of the Reynolds equation. This enables simulations to be
performed on realistic time scales.

4. Results and Discussion

The tribopair in the simulation set up is formed by a disc of radius 39 mm360

and roughness 100 nm sliding against a ball of radius 10 mm and roughness
10 nm. The positive slide to roll ratios correspond to the faster surface
speeds of the ball. The results are presented for four representative slide to
roll ratios.

4.1. Tribofilm growth365

The instantaneous tribofilm growth will be discussed in this section. The
experimental observations [21] suggest that the tribofilm grows in patchy
fashion and is inhomogeneous. A close look at figure 2 shows that the model
captures this inhomogeniety and patchiness effectively. The tribofilm growth
is plotted at different times through the simulation time scale. It can be seen370

that the growth of tribofilm starts as patches of tribofilm growing within the
rubbing track. These patches then keep growing along the direction of flow
in an inhomogeneous manner. The inhomogeniety is linked to the roughness
of the surface. When rough surfaces come into contact a mixed contact
is formed with discrete solid and fluid lubricated regions. The asperities375

carry greater load and undergo higher shear. Thus, more film growth takes
place at these high shear points on the surface and the film formation and
removal rates vary as well. This eventually gives rise to the inhomogeneous
tribofilm growth pattern. Not only the thickness of the tribofilm but the
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coverage is also inhomogeneous. The dynamic evolution of the contact due to380

plastic deformation, wear and tribofilm growth results in the flattening of the
asperities which in turn increases the real area of contact leading to increase
in coverage. Moreover, the growth of tribofilm is greater at high pressure
nodes and due to the fact that tribofilm has lower hardness compared to
substrate, the shear is less at these nodes. Therefore, the height of asperities385

is retained at these nodes and this ultimately leads to retaining high pressure
at these nodes and tribofilm thickness continues to increase at these high
pressure nodes resulting in patchiness. This leads to patchy tribofilm growth.
This tribofilm growth behaviour is consistent with experimental observations
[2].390

The general procedure to obtain experimental tribofilm growth data is
by using the spacer layer interferometry method (SLIM) [16]. The tribofilm
thickness is approximated by taking the average of the local tribofilm thick-
ness values within an observation window and the mean tribofilm thickness
value is reported. Therefore, the averaging procedure used in this study is395

a valid approach to represent tribofilm growth results. In the simulation set
up the tribofilm growth on both the ball and the disc can be observed. The
tribofilm grows within the rubbing track. It can be seen that the wear track
width increases due to plastic deformation and wear as the simulation pro-
gresses. The tribofilm thickness presented in this study is the mean thickness400

of the tribofilm formed at all the points inside the rubbing track. Figure 3
presents the mean tribofilm growth on the disc surface and figure 4 gives the
mean tribofilm growth on the ball surface. The tribofilm growth behaviour
on both the ball and disc is similar but the differences observed are due to the
differences in the removal and coverage rates of the tribofilm. The rougher405

surface (disc) tends to form thicker mean tribofilms compared to the smooth
counterparts. The results agree well with the results from Ghanbarzadeh
et al. [34] but the predicted values of mean tribofilm thickness are slightly
smaller as shown in figure 5. This may be because of the effect of lubricant
which is present in the current model but absent in their work and a recent410

study by Spikes et al. [24] has suggested that the lubricant shear can also
form tribofilms. Thus, lower values of mean tribofilm thickness are expected.
In the work of Ghanbarzadeh et al. [34] no correlation was found in the
growth behaviour with change in slide to roll ratio (SRR). The variation of
tribofilm growth rate with SRR in this work is consistent with the results415

given by Andersson et al. [32] as shown in figure 6. Once again the predicted
tribofilm mean values are lower but the current study is able to simulate
the overshoot which Andersson et al. were not able to produce. The final
mean tribofilm thickness value at the end of experiment is spread within a
narrow range of values but this is not considered important in experimental420
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results [60]. In the experiments, it cannot be consistently measured. The
model predicts lower mean tribofilm thickness values for higher SRR for the
smooth surface while higher mean tribofilm thickness values for higher SRR
for the rougher counter part.

The general observations mentioned above show that despite the growth425

behaviour is similar but due to the large differences in the roughness, the
tribofilm grows on the two counterparts differently. The overshoot is clearly
visible in the mean tribofilm growth values on the ball which is the smoother
counterpart but not on the disc which is the rougher counterpart. This may
be linked to the difference in the removal rates of tribofilm on both the430

surfaces as well as the difference in the coverage of tribofilm on both the
surfaces. Another important factor is the mean value of tribofilm which is
thicker on the rougher surface while thinner on the smooth surface. On the
other hand, the smooth surface reaches full coverage (100%) faster where as
the the coverage on the rougher surface takes longer to reach full coverage435

and sometimes never reaches 100% coverage even at the end of simulation.

4.2. The effect of lambda ratio

One of the key outcome of this study is the integration of tribofilm growth
with the mixed lubrication models. Therefore, It is important to illustrate
the capability of the model to observe tribofilm growth by varying the sever-440

ity of contact while staying in the mixed lubrication conditions. Thus, a
set of simulations were performed by changing the entrainment speed which
changes the lambda ratio. Figure 7 shows the evolution of mean tribofilm
thickness values for different values of lambda ratio. The lower the entrain-
ment speed, the lower the lambda ratio and thicker the tribofilm. The lower445

values of lambda ratio correspond to the greater area supported by the solid
contacting asperities and thicker tribofilms are expected. Therefore, the
model correctly predicts the tribofilm growth behaviour at different values
of lambda ratio. Not only the mean tribofilm thickness values change by
varying the lambda ratio but the growth rate also varies as the simulation450

progresses in time. From figure 7, it can be seen that the rate of increase
of tribofilm growth decreases with increasing lambda ratio. The model pro-
vides a versatile tool that can be used to optimize lubricant performance and
design. Moreover, changing the lubrication regime from full film down to
boundary lubrication and vice versa, the corresponding contact characteris-455

tics can be predicted and monitored through time. On the other hand the
evolution of the lubrication regimes can also be monitored through time by
varying the contact performance parameters (speed, load and viscosity etc.).
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4.3. Tribochemical Wear

It is assumed in the present study that the tribofilm growth and wear of460

substrate take place at the asperity contacts only. This assumption is valid
as the applied conditions are close to the boundary lubrication regime with
little or no effect of lubricant pressure. Thus, the effect of lubricant in causing
wear is neglected. The wear results are presented as mean wear depth inside
the wear track. The wear presented here is the mild wear which is the wear465

of the substrate in the presence of tribofilm. The wear depth profiles are
given in figure 8 for the disc surface and in figure 9 for the ball surface. The
wear depth profiles are the sum of mild wear and plastic deformation. From
the wear depth plots, it can be seen that the wear on the ball is considerably
higher compared to the wear on the disc. This is because the ball effectively470

stays in the contact for longer time and thus, undergoes more wear. The
wear behaviour correlates well with the mean values of the tribofilm formed
on both the disc and ball. On some nodes on the disc, the trbofilm growth is
close to zero while on some of the nodes the tribofilm grows very thick. As the
disc is almost 10 times rougher than the ball, the load on the disc is mainly475

carried by asperities. These asperities experience very high loads and stresses
and the tribofilm growth on these asperities is also considerably higher. This
reduces the wear significantly on these asperities due to the antiwear action.
The wear on the ball is quite high. There are various reasons to this. First
of all, the ball spends effectively more time inside the contact and thus,480

undergoes more loading cycles for each loading cycle on the disc. Secondly,
the overall low value of mean tribofilm thickness over most of the ball surface
results in lowering the wear on the ball but the wear reduction is lower due
to thinner tribofilm formed. Thus, overall higher values of wear coefficient
prevail over the ball surface. The plastic deformation is only present during485

the initial 20 to 30 mins and is zero afterwards. The presence of high plastic
deformation is responsible for the steeper wear depth profiles during this
initial running in period.

The effect of SRR on wear is complicated due to interplay between shear
and loading cycles. For two surfaces of similar roughness, the increase in490

sliding will result in higher wear. But for the contacting surfaces having
different roughness as in the current case, it is not only the amount of sliding
(shear) that determines wear but the amount of time that a particular surface
spends inside the contact as well as the number of times the rougher surface
moves through the contact determine wear behaviour. The effect of SRR on495

the ball surface is clearly identifiable: the higher the SRR, the greater the
number of loading cycles for the ball and thus more wear. But for the disc it
is not clear whether the increase in SRR increases or decreases wear. From
the plots of mean wear depth for the disc, it can be seen that wear rates
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are affected by the changes in SRR but the final wear depth reaches similar500

values for all SRR values. This behaviour of the disc wear can be attributed
to the higher value of roughness on the disc compared to the ball.

The current model is capable of giving 3-D wear track profiles. A sample
3-D wear track profile is given in figure 10 for illustration purpose.

5. Conclusion505

Amixed lubrication model with tribochemistry was developed and numer-
ically implemented. The implementation details were given and the results
were presented for a sample calculation done to validate the model against
published tribofilm modelling results [34, 32]. The tribofilm growth results
were presented for the ball and the disc and and it was found that the tri-510

bofilm grows in patchy, inhomogeneous manner within the rubbing track.
The mean tribofilm thickness value was found to increase with increasing
SRR value. An increase in lambda ratio was found to decrease the thickness
of tribofilm. The wear in the presence of tribofilm was also modelled and the
results were plotted as 2-D averaged and 3-D wear track profiles. An increase515

in SRR was found to give higher mean wear for the smoother surface while
the effect of SRR on the rough surface was not clear.

The currently developed model can simulate the tribofilm growth in the
mixed lubrication regime and enables the study of lubrication, wear and their
interaction. The model enables the study of not only the tribofilm growth520

but can also be used to see the effect of this film growth on the lubrication
performance.
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Figure 2: The evolution of tribofilm growth on the smooth counter part with time. The
patchy appearance of tribofilm due to inhomogeneous growth of tribofilm
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Figure 3: Tribofilm growth on the rougher counter part; Disc (Ra 100 nm, Rq 126 nm)
for different SRR. The legend in the figure represent different SRR values as percentage
sliding.
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Figure 4: Tribofilm growth on the smoother counter part; Ball (Ra 10 nm, Rq 12 nm)
for different SRR. The legend in the figure represent different SRR values as percentage
sliding.
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Figure 5: Comparison of tribofilm growth from current model against the work of Ghan-
barzadeh et al. [34] for SRR = +2%

Figure 6: Mean tribofilm thickness values plotted as function of SRR over time. The
legend in the figure represent different SRR values as percentage sliding.
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Figure 8: Wear track depth on the rougher counter part; Disc (Ra 100 nm, Rq 126 nm)
for different SRR. The legend in the figure represent different SRR values as percentage
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Figure 9: Tribofilm growth on the smoother counter part; Ball (Ra 10 nm, Rq 12 nm)
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Figure 10: 3-D profile of wear track on the disc simulated by the current model. SRR =
+0.5%
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